
Engineering Leader’s Guide 
to Goals and Reporting

Metrics and benchmarking are foundational steps to improving engineering 
execution and aligning R&D to business priorities. But engineering leaders 
cannot stop at visibility if they want to actively improve. The next step is to 
use this insight to set tangible improvement goals, adopt workflow automation 
to drive improvement, and align stakeholders by reporting progress against 
stated goals.



In this guide–part three of the five-part engineering success 
model–you’ll learn how to set operational-and-business-focused 
improvement goals and build reporting for specific audiences.  



If you're just getting started with your engineering metrics 
program we recommend beginning with the Engineering Leader’s 
Guide to  and . 
Here’s what we’ll cover in the pages ahead�

� Goal setting: Tactical guidance on setting (and achieving) 
organizational and team goals7

� Alignment: Bringing engineering stakeholders and business 
leaders into the fold while ensuring improvement goals/
reporting delivers operational and business outcome,

� Reporting: How to standardize your presentation and 
cadence for communicating goal attainment and improvement 
results to different audiences

Building a Metrics Program Resource Allocation

VisibilityVisibilityGoal Setting

BenchmarkingAlignment

StrategyStrategyReporting

https://linearb.io/resources/engineering-leader-guide-to-building-a-metrics-program
https://linearb.io/resources/engineering-leader-guide-to-resource-allocation
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Business outcomes

, Increase ROI with efficiency 
improvements (presented as 
either a multiplier or in actual 
dollar amounts�

, Foster higher attraction/
retention of talent with better 
DevE#

, Deliver more value to the 
business with predictable 
delivery of high impact projects

Org level goals

, Ex. Higher efficiency and 
quality to drive higher merge 
frequencD

, Ex. Increased focus on high 
impact work that creates value 
(like new features�

, Ex. Reduce organizational cycle 
time by 10% for Q1 FY24

Team level goals

Are fed by organizational OKRs and are 
communicated down from leadership 
(VPEs) to managers to team leads


, Ex. “Team A to reduce team 
cycle time by 15%” over Q1 
FY2�

, Ex. “Team B to reduce CFR by 
20%” over Q1 FY24

Holistically improve your engineering practice

by aligning goals at every level

Engineering leaders have a dual mandate 
to: (1) deliver operational excellence (2) 
drive business impact. This concept 
permeates every aspect of an engineering 
leader’s remit and working to improve your 
organization with goal setting is no 
different. When setting goals, engineering 
leaders have to look at both business 
outcomes and operational outcomes and 
how they cascade into each other. 



We’ll cover this in more detail in a bit, but 
here is a high-level example of how to set a 
goal that encompasses both business and 
operational outcomes and their relationship 
to each other:

Setting (and achieving) these goals 
requires visibility into impact metrics and an 
understanding of industry standards 
benchmarks to know how far you have to 
go and what to shoot for.



Let’s dig into the tactical process of setting 
improvement goals for your engineering 
organization.

The Duality of 
for Engineering Leaders

Goal Setting
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Anchor initial improvement goals around industry standard 
measures of engineering performance and their leading indicators

Jun Jul

0

5.0k

10.0k

15.0k

20.0k

25.0k

PR size

16k

AVG

Elite 219 code changes or less

Strong 219 - 395 code changes

Fair 395 - 793  code changes

Needs focus 39 hours or moreYour teamNeeds focus 793 code changes or more

Improvement Goal

DORA

Reduce Cycle Time by 15%

Improvement Goal

Leading indicator

Reduce Review Time by 20%

Improvement Goal

Leading indicator

Reduce PR Size by 60%

Before you ever put pen to paper on your 
improvement goals, you need visibility and 
context. If you don’t already have an 

in place, start 
there. You’ll also want to be sure to include 

 visibility (and goal 
setting) as part of your metrics program.



Remember that goals should be tightly 
coupled at the org and team levels, as well 
as aligned to business priorities. 

engineering metrics program 

Resource Allocation

This ensures that everyone is working 
toward the same outcomes. 

Start with Organization Level OKRs

Goal setting should be done at the highest 
level first: your entire engineering 
organization. Start by compiling the most 
fundamental metrics for your whole 
organization–DORA metrics and associated 
leading indicators are ideal candidates.

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

https://linearb.io/resources/engineering-leader-guide-to-building-a-metrics-program
https://linearb.io/resources/engineering-leader-guide-to-resource-allocation
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Bugs In Progress

95 Avg. Issues

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

120

90

60

30

0

In Progress Bug

Category Metric Elite Good Fair Needs Improvement

Efficiency

Coding Time

(hours)
< 0.5 0.5 - 2.5 2.5 - 24 > 24

PR Pickup Time

(hours)
< 1 1 - 3 3 - 14 > 14

PR Review Time

(hours)
< 0.5 0.5 - 3 3 - 18 > 18

Merge Frequency

(per dev/week)
> 2 2 - 1.5 1.5 - 1 < 1

Deploy Time

(hours)
< 3 3 - 69 69 - 197 > 197

DORA

Cycle Time

(hours)
< 19 19-66 66 - 218 > 218

Deploy Frequency > 0.2 0.2 - .09 .09 - .03 < .03

Change Failure Rate < 1% 1% - 8% 8% - 39% > 39%

MTTR

(hours)
< 7 7 - 9 9 -10 > 10

Quality and


Predictability

PR Size

(code changes)
> 98 98 - 148 148 - 218 > 218

Rework Rate < 2 2% - 5% 5% - 7% > 7%

Refactor Rate < 9% 9% - 15% 15% - 21% > 21%

Planning Accuracy > 85% 85% - 60% 60% - 40% < 40%

Capacity Accuracy
Ideal Range

85% - 115%
Under Commit

above 130%
Potential Under Commit

116% - 130%
Potential Over Commit

70% - 84%

Allocation over time by Jira Projects Monthly Weekly

Showing top Jira Projects - Click chart for details

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
CA Cs data devops FR LCFR LINB QA WWF Others

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Apr 2023: LINB LinearB dev

12.8 (35%) of total FTE $103,230 Est. Cost 404 issues

Investment per issue type

Functional Story (45%)

Bug (30%)

Task (11%)

Others (7%)

Non- Functional Story (7%)

Top 4 of 36 people work on this project

SB Shani Belisha

KS Keren Shiloah

AG Alon Galperin

MB mark_bulgakov

Use operational metrics, resource allocation visibility, and 
engineering benchmarks to identify bottlenecks

For many organizations, these metrics will be 
great initial goals to anchor improvement 
initiatives around. LinearB also makes it easy 
to dig a little deeper and set even more 
granular OKRs–like keeping Bugs in Progress 
consistently under a defined threshold. This 
is done through customizable metrics 
dashboards that can track your work 
however it’s categorized–by epic, story, task, 
custom field, labels, tags, and more.



In addition to efficiency/quality/DevEx, you’ll 
want to incorporate visibility into business 
outcomes as well–like whether you’re 
prioritizing high impact work like developing 
new features.  

Once you have visibility in place, look at your 
organization metrics and work to identify 
your bottlenecks. Using

will help you understand if your 
organization’s 7-day cycle time, 200 diff PR 
size, or current investment of 35% on “New 
Value” work, needs to be a focal point of your 
improvement goals.



Now that visibility and context are in place, 
you can identify bottlenecks and set your 
organization-level improvement goals. We 
recommend aligning to the OKR structure on 
your goals and using the SMART framework 
(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, 
Timebound).

 industry 
benchmarks 

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

https://linearb.io/resources/software-engineering-benchmarks-report
https://linearb.io/resources/software-engineering-benchmarks-report
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LinearB is great for setting SMART OKRs 
because aligns to the framework out of the 
box and has built-in functionality for:4

� Getting visibility into the metrics that 
matter mos�

� Contextualizing metrics with 
performance benchmarks to guide 
focus4

� Ensuring business alignmen�
� Setting goals and measuring attainment 

with simple dashboard*
� Automating workflows to help you 

achieve the results you want to see

Pro Tip(s)
Set 1 or 2 organization improvement goals MAX. 
Trying to improve everything all at once is a 
recipe for failure.

Make sure to get as granular as possible with 
your metrics when setting goals. This granularity 
will help you get to the root cause of your 
bottlenecks.

Here are some examples of business and 
operational OKRs that you can set at the 
organization level that use investment 
focus, DORA metrics, and leading 
indicators:

O b j e c t i v e

Improve the efficiency of my engineering

organization by End of Q1 (Objective)

Key Results

Reduce cycle time by 25%, 14% increase in deploy 
frequency



Further tactical key results: Keep PR size to <150 diffs, 
route PRs appropriately via automation (gitStream)

O b j e c t i v e

Deliver on my promises to the business this quarter

Key Results

Maintain >75% Planning Accuracy, >85% Capacity 
Accuracy, and focus on planned work (fitting in 

unplanned/added work where possible)



Further tactical key results to get there: Keep PR size to 
<150 diffs, reduce cycle time by 20%, decrease CFR by 

15%

O b j e c t i v e

Allocate more of my engineering organization to high 
value/high impact projects (Objective)

Key Results

Maintain ~40% investment in New Value and ~30% 
investment in Feature Enhancements




We covered resource allocation in detail in the 
Engineering Leader’s Guide to Resource Allocation 

Setting goals for every level of 
your engineering organization

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

https://linearb.io/resources/free-dora-waitlist
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Move to Team-Level OKRs

After you’ve set org-level goals, 
communicate these OKRs to your 
management team and team leads. Then 
they can work to set team-level goals using 
the same process outlined in the previous 
section:


1 Investigating metrics (like DORA)

2 Identify bottlenecks

3
Set 1-2 improvement OKRs at a time and 
follow the SMART framework

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

An overview of engineering health

Efficiency Metrics

Cycle Time * 4d 1h

Deploy Frequency 9.2/ week

Merge Frequency 19.2/ week

PR Size 359

Coding Time 1h 36m

PR Pickup Time 2d 5h

PR Review Time 1d 19h

Deploy Time 23h

Quality Metrics

Change Failure Rate* 7.47%

PRs Merged w/o Review 3.7/ week

Review Depth 1.03 comments/PR

PR Size 359

Rework Rate 17.7%

Non-functional work (%) 3.8%

Bug Investment 4%
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At the team level, be sure to leverage views 
into metrics to set these goals and be sure 
to align to org-level OKRs. Here is an 
example of what this looks like in practice:



Team ABC has an org-level OKR to improve 
overall quality. The key result to make that 
happen is to reduce MTTR by 2%. 



First stop for Team ABC is to investigate 
what their MTTR is.

In the example shown above, MTTR is a 
weak point for the team. They’ll start by 
investigating that activity that’s causing the 
spikes. Once they have this context, they 
can set additional goals as necessary.



In the case of MTTR reduction, a great 
secondary goal would be to keep PRs 
under a certain size. PRs that are smaller 
are able to be reviewed faster, which 
means that problems are found faster, 
which means fixes are applied faster. All of 
which will reduce MTTR.

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

MTTR

9h, 48m Mean time to restore

16h, 40m

13h, 20m

10h

6h, 40m

3h, 20m

0m 

Week 34

Week 36

Week 39

Week 41

Week 43

Pull Requests Size

Notify me when:

10 5000

A pull request has more than 400 code changes

Based on recent activity we estimate that with these settings you will receive:

less than 1 notification per day

Save Goal Restore to default

Org-level OKR
Improve Quality

Key Results

Reduce MTTR

Reduce PR Size 

Outcomes, goals, and key results
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Repeat the process for every team in your 
organization ensuring that any team goals 
are always aligned to organizational goals. 
Here is an example of some of the 
efficiency and quality bottlenecks that a 
team may find and set improvement goals 
against:

The final step in setting goals is to ensure 
that the entire organization maintains 
visibility and alignment to stated 
improvement goals and has the tools 
necessary to achieve them.

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

Efficiency Metrics

Cycle Time * 4d 1h

Deploy Frequency 9.2/ week

Merge Frequency 19.2/ week

PR Size 359

Coding Time 1h 36m

PR Pickup Time 2d 5h

PR Review Time 1d 19h

Deploy Time 23h

Quality Metrics

Change Failure Rate* 7.47%

PRs Merged w/o Review 3.7/ week

Review Depth 1.03 comments/PR

PR Size 359

Rework Rate 17.7%

Non-functional work (%) 3.8%

Bug Investment 4%

Identify your bottlenecks based on Benchmarks
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Keep Everyone Aligned to Goals 
with Dashboards and Automation

Once everyone is informed of the mission(s) at 
hand for the org and individual teams, it’s time to 
(1) build team goals dashboards that all 
stakeholders have access to and (2) set up 
automated workflows and PR-policy-as-code to 
help you achieve those goals. LinearB makes the 
process of setting team goals and creating 
dashboards easy.

Building Your Dashboards

These dashboards will ensure visibility, keep 
stated goals top of mind, and act as an ideal 
talking point for recurring check-ins/ceremonies 
to make them more productive and data driven.



You can set up team dashboards that include 
standardized goals that help you align to 
engineering best practices. Some examples of 
these goals include “Avoiding merging high risk 
work” – 

(PRs with more than 100 code changes and a 
refactor or rework rate of 50% or more) and 
“Don’t merge PRs without a review” (applied to 
PRs with over 20 code changes). 

You can then analyze goal attainment for the 
team on a specified timescale, bring this data to 
your team(s), and form a plan to improve.

Pro Tip
When building these dashboards, discuss 
with your team to determine which goals 
you’d like to appear and set automated 
alerts against. LinearB enables teams to 

 toggle goals 
on/off on a team-by-team basis, and select 
which goals appear on a dashboard.

choose their alert thresholds,

If a team sets a goal to keep PRs under 300 diffs, 
and a member of the team creates a PR that 
exceeds that number, they’ll receive an 
automated alert. It’s this automated alerting that 
keeps teams focused and provides a low friction 
mechanism to achieve their goals.

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

See how your team is doing 
against goals they set and 
keep them aligned with 
automated alerts.

WorkerB APP 10:22 AM

A pull request has been merged containing 167 
code changes with 82% refactor and rework

Goal: Avoid merging pull requests with work at risk

PR: linweb/Revert “LINBEE-3503 | 
Remove pickers from Pulse CTA page”

 PR Owner: Oriel Zaken

? More large PRs

WorkerB APP 3:14 AM

Heads up: A pull request was opened with 967 
code changes

Goal: Limit PRs to 300 code changes or less

PR: pm-connectors/Azure report extend

 PR Owner: Mark Bulgakov

? More large PRs

WorkerB APP 6:13 AM

A pull request took 23 days, 4 hours to be merged

Goal: Merge PRs in 4 days

PR: on-prem-agent/Linbee 443 create 
multi plat docker

? More long lifespan PRs

https://linearb.io/book-a-demo
https://linearb.io/book-a-demo
https://linearb.io/book-a-demo
https://linearb.helpdocs.io/article/93hjd4drzc-what-are-goals
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Another great way to set and track 
improvement goals for your organization is 
to build custom dashboards using grouped 
metrics that align to an outcome you want 
to see. In the examples shown above, 
assume that an engineering organization 
wants to see the following outcomes:

 A great developer experience–which 
fosters talent retention, predictable 
delivery, and an overall good company 
culture

 Good engineering health–a great 
indicator of high code quality, dev 
efficiency, and delivery predictability



These custom dashboards include the 
metrics and benchmarks that will inform 
improvement goals and help teams achieve 
those outcomes.

An engineering health dashboard

& A DevEx dashboard

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals
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Automation

In addition to goal-specific automated 
alerting, programmable workflows are 
crucial for an engineering organization to 
achieve stated improvement goals. We’ll 
cover workflow automation in detail in a 
future guide, but it is the key to unlocking 
more efficiency, higher quality, and better 
business results. 



LinearB provides two extremely powerful 
automation tools to help in this regard:
 

_ WorkerB: A developer bot that 
automates pre-merge manual tasks 
devs hate, speed up code reviews, 
reduce toil/idle time, and help your team 
prioritize their dayQ

_ gitStream: A holistic automation and 
rules engine that organizations can 
apply to repos (or the whole org) that 
classify and route PRs appropriately, 
automate security checks, add context, 
and more.

How to Set Engineering

Improvement Goals

Workflow automation is how teams improve

Open flomermer wants to merge 2 commits into develop from test-ofer5

Conversation 0 Commits 1 Checks 0 Files changed 1

vim-zz commented 4 minutes ago

No description provided

elvis added-> cr

gitstream-cm bot requested changes 3 minutes ago

gitstream-cm bot left a comment

you have used deprecated API, use callingGaga instead

WorkerB APP 11:23 AM

This PR is not linked to a Jira ticket:

PR#455 linenv/daily.metrics sources deletion

I can create this ticket for you in one click:

Updated org stats to show Jira

Issue type: TaskProject: Dev

Create Jira ticket

Ensure quality and adherence to best practices

gitstream-cm bot commented 4 minutes ago • edited by cim-zz

 Code experts: YovelElad, ShakedZrihen

YovelElad, Yaarash have most  activity in the files.

YovelElad, ShakedZrihen have most  knowledge in the files.

See details

README.md

Activity based on git-commit:

MAR

FEB

JAN

DEC

NOV

OCT

YovelElad

7 additions & 7 deletions

Yaarash

1 additions &1 deletions

Knowledge based on git-blame:

YovelElad: 15%

ShakedZrihen: 54%



To learn more about /:\gitStream - Visit our Docs

Meet quality and efficiency goals by automatically 
assigning reviews to code experts

Review pull requests on time

Notify me when:

0 50

A pull request is waiting for review for more than 3 days

Based on recent activity we estimate that with these settings you 
will receive: less than 1 notification per day

Save Goal Restore to default

WorkerB

Long review detected

pm-rest/Linb to v0.18.6

Est review time: 22 mins

Related Issue: LINB2065 - Outlook/365 sign in

Set alert thresholds for goals to keep teams

aligned to improvement efforts

WorkerB APP 2:15 PM

Approve now with 1-click:

linenv/daily metrics sources deletion

Jennifer wants to merge 1 commit pr-merge-test pr-merge-test-base

Files: 1 | Lines: 3 | Check: running | Base branch: no conflicts

Leave a comment

Write something

   Approve

Open flomermer wants to merge 2 commits into develop from test-ofer5

Conversation 0 Commits 1 Checks 0 Files changed 1

vim-zz commented 19 days ago

No description provided

new stuff

gitstream-cm bot added the safe-changes label 38 seconds ago

gitstream-cm bot approved these changes 31 seconds ago

Streamline the code review process with automation

and one-click workflows
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This is the fun part: looking into how you’re 
doing as an organization, evaluating 
progress against your stated goals, and 
determining how far you still have to go. 



When reporting to various stakeholders, 
understanding your audience is crucial to 
determine what data you want to present 
and how you want to present it.

Reporting to Sr. Leadership, C-
Suite, and other business leaders

“Brevity is the soul of wit.” 

Shakespeare

When providing an engineering update to 
business stakeholders, think of yourself as 
a translator–in this context, that means 
putting everything in terms of business 
relevance and impact. 



By sticking to the talking points and 
readouts presented below, you’ll be able to 
confidently report on engineering health, 
resource allocation, project status, delay 
risks, and (most importantly) how all of this 
will impact the bottom line. Best of all, you’ll 
be able to do it with data instead of gut 
feeling!

Pro Tip
Make your update to this audience as 
clear and concise as possible. Keep 
technical details to a minimum and only 
provide them when necessary or 
requested.

Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities
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Here’s what this audience wants to 
know:

Updates on key deliverables

and recommendations: 

Provide a quick overview of the status or 
ETA of a new feature or enhancement that 
the business is expecting. Communicate 
any significant progress or blockers that 
will impact promised delivery dates.



Always provide next steps and how you 
plan to address any gaps in execution. You 
can streamline a large part of your update 
by and plugging 
your metrics into it.

 using this slide template 

Unified update on key projects, execution,

and recommended strategy

Where/how you’re investing resources:

Outline how projects are resourced and 
your overall investment mix. 



Make sure to surface how this aligns to any 
business outcome goals you’ve set for 
engineering.

Allocation over time by Jira Projects Monthly Weekly

Showing top Jira Projects - Click chart for details

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
CA Cs data devops FR LCFR LINB QA WWF Others

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Apr 2023: LINB LinearB dev

12.8 (35%) of total FTE $103,230 Est. Cost 404 issues

Investment per issue type

Functional Story (45%)

Bug (30%)

Task (11%)

Others (7%)

Non- Functional Story (7%)

Top 4 of 36 people work on this project

SB Shani Belisha

KS Keren Shiloah

AG Alon Galperin

MB mark_bulgakov

A single dashboard that combines projects, 
resourcing, work breakdown, and total cost

Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities

https://linearb.io/resources/cto-board-slides
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Overall engineering health:

Provide a quick update on efficiency, dev 
experience, and execution data, and any 
delay risks (like an uptick in unplanned and/
or added work).

Engineering health


Q1 2023

Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities

Expected business impact:

This is an update that will likely make this 
audience sit up and take notice. We 
covered this in detail in the Engineering 
Leader’s Guide to Resource Allocation (link) 
but if you’ve reallocated dev cycles or 
budget to a high impact project and 
initiatives classified as new value, the 
impact on the business is likely significant. 
Learn more about this relationship with 
the ROI Calculator.

Business Alignment

Visibility into resource allocation enables 
closer alignment with business priorities, 
freeing up resources for new value projects.

New Value Reallocation 1.5%

High Impact Project Aligment 1.5%

Calculation

3% x # Devs x Annual Cost

New value for reinvestment

$125.2k

https://linearb.io/resources/roi-calculator
https://linearb.io/resources/roi-calculator
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Reporting to Engineering 
Organization and Teams

This is your comfort zone. You’ve been in 
these meetings a lot in your career in 
various roles. The venue is probably your 
weekly engineering all-hands, managers 
meetings, team-level meetings, and 
recurring ceremonies (like retrospectives). 
When presenting on goal attainment and 
updates, supporting technical details and 
getting into the nitty gritty is great. You’re 
likely addressing the following people:

Engineering managers

Team leads

Sr. Developers

Product leaders

They can then take this data to their 
team(s) to share and come up with ways to 
refine their strategy and meet their goals.



One thing to highlight and emphasize with 
your team is that this is about improving 
as an organization/team and mentoring, 
not monitoring. Big brother is not 
watching–it’s through the process of 
metrics, benchmarks, goal setting, and 
(re)evaluation that we improve.

Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities

Here’s what this audience wants to 
know:

Updates on promised deliverables

and overall project health:

 You can start with a general overview on 
project status (basic Red, Yellow, Green) 
but you can also dig into execution and 
project data as well. If something is 
trending Red, surface the reason(s) why.

Accuracy Scores

54%
Prioritize Planned work

Planning accuracy

90%
Committing goal

Planning accuracy

Accuracy Scores over time Planning accuracy Capacity accuracy

1400

1000

600

200

0

KEy Investments

MW-592

NIA-686

EP-265

CM-380

RN-326

CDX-1163

Purchase experience

Infrastructure work

EDO M1: Admin UI GA

Updates for Dashboard IA changes

Front-end UI calculation

Profile Pages (Phase 1 - Dec 1)

5.7

4.6

4.3

3.6

2.4

2.2

On time

Delay risk

Delayed

FTE
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Project operations

Dive into DORA, leading indicators, idle 
time, context switching, WIP, bugs 
(technical vs. functional), security 
incidents, DevEx, and anything else that 
needs to be talked about. Use any of the 
dashboards 

(goals, metrics, project, activity) to make 
your point about goal attainment and what 
is helping or hurting your progress.

Merged PRs/dev/week

Avg Contributors PRs/dev/week Trendline for PRs/dev/week

1.25 500

1.00

0.75 400

0.50 300

0.25

0.00 200

January May September

Week

Median 85% Average
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73.8

129.1

64.1

98.993.9

356.5

77.5

64.8

40.8

71.7

38.9

54.149.5

154.4

40.9
32

10
18.7 16.6 15.3 13.9 23.7 29.1


54.2

Month

Deep dive into operational data with your engineering teams

Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities
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Reporting on Goals, Success,

and Further Opportunities

Any progress (or risk) with stated

operational goals:

Make sure you’re taking time to remind the 
team of goals that they’re working towards, 
celebrate successes, and surface any risks.

Efficiency Goals

Org Level OKR

Decrease Cycle Time by 25%

Team Goals

PRs under 200 diffs

PR Pickup Time < 5 hours

Quality Goals

Org Level OKR

Decrease Rework by 20%

Team Goals

PRs under 200 diffs

0 PRs merged w/o review

Pr Size

5.0k Avg Code changes per PR

25.0k

20.0k

15.0k

10.0k

5.0k

0

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Pr Merged W/O Review

23.6 PRs per month

60

48

36

24

12

0

7 prs

click for details

September ( Sept 1 - Sep 30)

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Your recommendations on how to

move forward:

Just like the reporting session for business 
stakeholders, you’ll want to figure out how 
to update strategy and tactics to achieve 
your stated goals. That might mean moving 
devs from one project to another, 
reallocating resources to a high impact 
project, deprioritizing a lower impact 
project, or adopting a new tool that can 
help with quality or efficiency.



Establish a rhythm for how these recurring 
checkpoints should go and come up with a 
template using the views above for 
presenting overall engineering health, 
progress on goals, and identified risks/
bottlenecks, and plans to mitigate them. 
Practice makes perfect.
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The universal, measurable

impact of goal setting

While it may be stating the obvious: 
Performance and improvement goals are 
crucial for every business–regardless of 
industry vertical, size, or structure. 

Goals help motivate people:

According to a 2022 Gallup survey, only 
36% of US employees are actively engaged 
at work. That figure drops to 20% on a 
global level. Even more staggering is the 
fact that 15% are actively disengaged. 
Having a goal helps to drive more 
engagement because it gives people 
something to work toward–necessitating 
that they are more engaged at work

U.S. Employee Engagement Trend, Annual Averages

% Engaged % Actively disengaged

2000 2003 2006 2009 2012 2015 2018 2021

26

18

28

17

30

15

30

18

32

17

34

13

36

15

28

18

Note: 2021 results are for January through June.

GALLUP

Goals help organizations avoid

misunderstandings:

Goals provide a rallying point for everyone 
on your team and within your organization. 
It’s crucial to set short-term, long-term, and 
when appropriate, Big Hairy Audacious 
Goals. They align teams and ensure 
everyone is on the same page.

Goals increase performance

/productivity/value:

Goals help the individual and the 
organization improve performance and 
increase value by:P

: Driving effort and keeping you 
motivated to do the wor7

: Directing effort and fostering 
persistence because they provide 
something to come back to when 
challenged and force you to think 
creatively/strategically

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/352949/employee-engagement-holds-steady-first-half-2021.aspx
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The universal, measurable

impact of goal setting

A LinkedIn study found that goal setting 
netted an average 18% increase in the 
value of output. In the example provided, a 
software developer that makes $80,000 a 
year has “do your best” goals. After setting 
challenging, specific goals, the company 
could expect the value of the increased 
productivity from that developer to be 
worth about $14,400. For a 30 person 
startup where the average salary is 
$80,000, that translates to about $432,000 
a year in additional output. And that impact 
compounds over time. Every year the 
company adopts a rigorous goal-setting 
process, the benefit accumulates.

Goals maintain accountability:

When goals are set, everyone becomes 
accountable to them (from the top C-suite 
to the individual developer). It also 
becomes easier to maintain a positive 
working relationship when goals are in 
place–managers can tell their reports how 
they’re doing, and offer support when they 
need it.

Goals lead to better decision making:

Past goals and performance are a fantastic 
way to inform strategy and decisions for 
the future. If you set a goal and achieved it, 
stay on the path. If something is working, 
keep doing it. If you set a goal and didn’t hit 
it, alter it or try something new.

“Those who cannot remember the 
past are condemned to repeat it.”

George Santayana

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-science-says-how-goal-setting-impacts-companysuccess-/
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n Congratulations, your metrics program and

general strategy now includes tangible,
measurable improvement goals that will drive
increased efficiency, higher quality, and
better business outcomes.



Look out for the next guide in this series
where we’ll deep dive into workflow
automation.

https://linearb.io/get-started
https://linearb.io/get-started
https://linearb.io/book-a-demo
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n LinearB’s software delivery management

platform is ideal for building an engineering
metrics program from scratch and aligning
engineering to the needs of the business.
After onboarding and initial configuration/
integration with your existing software stack,
you’ll get the metrics, dashboards, insights,
and automation discussed in this guide right
out of the box.



You can
and begin building

your engineering metrics program today! If
you’d like to discuss any of what was covered
in this guide in more detail, or you want to see
Goals and Reporting in action, you can

We’d love to hear from you!

get your DORA metrics with a free
forever DORA Dashboard

schedule a demo.

https://linearb.io/get-started
https://linearb.io/get-started
https://linearb.io/book-a-demo



